
Youths take part in a training session of Egypt’s combative sport of ‘tahtib’ (stick-fighting), at a sporting club in the Rihab suburb
on the eastern outskirts of the capital Cairo. —AFP photos
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Egypt’s tradition of tahtib (stick fighting), popular at
festivities and dating back at least 5,000 years, has
become a modern martial art that enthusiasts hope will

eventually make it to the Olympics. French-Egyptian Adel
Paul Boulad, who for some 15 years has been the driving
force behind modern tahtib, calls the push a “unifying proj-
ect” and a “cultural revolution”. The modern practice “is an
updated sports version of a multi-millennial art”, said the 69-
year-old martial arts teacher. “It is a sporting practice that is
codified, structured... and which spans the entire history of
Egypt,” he told AFP. 

In traditional tahtib, popular in Egypt’s rural south, two
men perform a dance while wielding bamboo-like rods, in a
face-off somewhat resembling a fencing duel. Folk musicians
with loud drums accompany the performance, which is pop-
ular at weddings and festivities, and pump up the crowd en-
circling the men, who don traditional galabeya robes. The
UN cultural agency UNESCO in 2016 listed the martial art
as “intangible cultural heritage of humanity”.

‘Get moving’ 
France-based Boulad, who was also behind tahtib’s

UNESCO candidacy, formalized its intricate moves and
broke it down to 12 forms-the equivalent of katas in
Japanese martial arts. The “secrets of combat” were in-
scribed in stone on the walls of temples and tombs of an-
cient Egypt’s Old Kingdom (2,700 to 2,200 BC) until the
arrival of the Greeks, who conquered the North African
country around 300 BC. Boulad, who is also a business
coach, wants to see tahtib included as a combat sport at
the Olympics in the coming years. Wearing a red belt with
three tips-reminiscent of the style of ancient Egyptian
warriors-and black outfits, competitors wield a 1.3-metre
rattan stick.  Unlike traditional tahtib, women can partici-
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